Assessment

difficult airway predicted

PCP
ICP
ACP
CCP

high flow $O_2$
and or BVM

BVM
maintains
$SaO_2 \geq 90\%$

Yes

PCP
ICP
ACP
CCP
Transport

Transport

awake laryngoscopy
with topical anesthetic
+/- sedation
(midazolam)

No

Unsuccessful

No

ACCP

intubation
predicted to be successful

Yes

ACP
CCP

sedate to intubate
(midazolam 0.05mg/kg IV)

ACP
CCP

attempt OETI x3
in total

No

ACP
CCP

see pediatric ETI
confirmation protocol

ACCP

Transport

No

ACCP

see pediatric failed/rescue
airway protocol

ACCP

BVM maintains
$SaO_2 \geq 90\%$

No

Yes

ACCP

maintain a/w with
OPA or NPA and use
BMV to maintain
$SaO_2 \geq 90\%$

ACCP

see pediatric ETI
confirmation protocol

ACCP

Transport

No

Yes

ACCP

see pediatric failed/rescue
airway protocol

ACCP

Successful
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